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Hair salons are getting the snip as households make cutbacks to stretch
their dollars further.

Almost three in five consumers have confessed to going to hairdressers less often to
save money, according to new research.

Haircuts are happening less often and people are skimping on shampoo and razors as they move to
tighten their belts, a survey has found. Picture: News Corp Australia
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Hair salons, personal care
products snipped from household
budgets, survey suggests
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Half said they were also trying to make personal care products, such as shampoo
and razors, last longer.

Results from a major survey of 4460 Australian households early this month also
show many are worried about higher food prices eating into their budget.

THE TRAVEL HACK THAT’S SAVING THOUSANDS

LEAKAGE SPENDING IS HURTING YOUR SAVINGS

HOW TO BECOME FINANCIALLY SAVVY

The study, by market research company IRI, examined the mindset of shoppers on
the state of the economy.

IRI chief commercial officer Alistair Leathwood said the extent of spending cutback
tactics that people were reporting was surprising.

“What we are finding are people are going a bit longer to wait for a hair cut or
colour,” Mr Leathwood said.

“They’re also saying they are using less shampoo each time they wash their hair, and
hanging on to razors longer.”

Three in five people said they were cooking more from scratch, or limiting takeaway
food buys.

Some consumers are having hair appointments less often to save money. Picture: News Corp Australia
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One in three said they were giving up some of their favourite brands to cut costs in
favour of cheaper alternatives.

But two in five were still treating themselves to small indulgences such as
chocolates, wine and body lotion to help ease everyday stress.

“Shoppers will still continue to spend in the current market however their spend
will be more thoughtful, considered, value driven and price sensitive.”

Mr Leathwood said “affordable luxuries” represented a way “to live the good life on
a tight budget”.

He said people appeared unsettled about the economy.

“It appears falling house prices, political instability and flatlined wages are having
an impact on the way people behave when they are standing in front of a shelf,
booking a hairdresser appointment, or deciding whether to have pizza on a Friday
night.”

RELATED CONTENT

One third of respondents believed that their financial situation was worse than last
year.

Just two in 10 believed it had improved.
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